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Due to the lack of mathematical experience among architects as well as
insufficient collaboration between architects and the building industry,
many solutions regarding the realization of today’s freeform-designs are
done the easy way, namely by triangulation.
Hence, this thesis will present new, advanced geometric solutions for
known problems like the segmentation of freeform surfaces into networks
of planar quadrilateral facets, torsion-free nodes and mesh-optimization
towards architectural applications, featuring special properties such
as constant edge-offsets. All of these issues are subject to recent
developments in research.
Some fundamental and relevant geometric knowledge will be introduced
as well as a brief overview will be given of existing classes of discrete
freeform surfaces in architecture, along with contextualizing these special
structures within the scope of organic architecture and architectural
engineering.
Finally, as a key contribution of this thesis, an algorithmic solution
developed for obtaining physical architectural structures from meshes
optimized towards special properties for architecture will be presented.
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1 Introduction
Throughout the last decades, escaping the aesthetic
language of classic architectural design, whose
shapes are mainly based on orthogonality or basic
geometric primitives, has become easier than ever
before. The growing use of computers in 3-D design
processes made it feasible to produce freeform surfaces
responding to the growing need to represent brands and
wealth with spectacular buildings, using new, unseen
shapes.
While, on one hand, this development offers a broad
forum for discussion about economic reason as well as
it brings up questions about ecology, a good realization
of these structures on the other hand poses a big
challenge for those involved.
Nowadays, it should not pose a major problem anymore
to make a designed freeform-surface buildable via
approximating it by mesh of triangles, where edges
act as placeholders for beams, faces for triangular, flat
glass panels and vertices for nodes (see the following
chapters for more detail).
But while a segmentation into triangles may exhibit
the easiest way to build a freeform design, there are
several drawbacks regarding excessive use of steel,
unnecessary complexity of nodes, and the like.
However, asking for, e.g. quadrilateral glass panels
instead of triangles, which for instance would get more
light into the building along with using less steel, will
pose an unsolvable geometrical problem for a typical
architect.
A reason for that may be found in the lack of
mathematical knowledge conveyed to architects
throughout their education, and although efforts asking
for a more efficient use of resources would add a lot
of justification to these buildings, more sophisticated
approaches to freeform architecture are hard to find yet.
However, ongoing efforts in combining mathematical
and geometric knowledge with architectural
applications have recently lead to several new methods
which make it possible to achieve stunning results
and so far unsolved goals in the field of freeform
architecture, where planar quadrangular facet solutions
are just the beginning.
In this thesis we introduce these methods along


with presenting visual case-studies, and, even more
important, practically contributing to the linkage
between raw mathematics/geometry and architecture.
An algorithmic solution for converting raw geometric
data exhibiting properties optimized towards
architectural applications into physical architectural
structures will be presented, implemented in the form
of a script which is executable within the environment
of a common 3-D modeling package.
Additionally, the author will provide some basic
knowledge about freeform- and mesh geometry, which
act as counterparts in this field of research.

1.1 Organic architecture = freeform
surfaces ?
As contemporary as the field of organically shaped
buildings may seem, it would be a mistake to reduce the
term ‚organic architecture‘ to today‘s freeform-hightech-architecture exclusively. In fact, ‚organic‘ refers to
a wide field of topics, and in order to locate the issues
this thesis was written about within the broad field of
architecture, some of the more relevant ones should be
mentioned here. [Döring, 2006].
1.1.1 Inherent Proportions
One of the many aspects of organic architecture is
the theory of proportions and beauty. The attempts
of the renaissance to justify beauty by proportions
inherent to the human body can serve as an example
here, as well as the Golden Ratio and Le Corbusier’s
modification of it, the so-called ‘Modulor’. A building
(or piece of art) was considered beautiful and useful,
when the proportions between its parts were derived
from proportions found within the human body, and Le
Corbusier actually designed buildings following these
rules.
Greek temple architecture also made use of these inner
rules of building. A greek temple was ‘organic’ in a way
that, starting with a base dimension, all following parts
were relative to this first one. However, in this case the
idea was to a lesser extent related to proportions of the
human body, it was more a way of building without the
need for drafted plans. If the architect knew, in which
way the proportions of the columns were related to the
proportions of the stylobat and the intercolumnium (the
base of the temple and the intended intervals between
the columns), all other dimensions were following


automatically without the need for further plans
[Jormakka, 2007].

Fig. 1. Antoni Gaudi’s Sagrada Familia
in Barcelona / Spain. (http://www.flickr.
com/photos/ancama_99/469770751/in/
photostream/)

Today, there are ongoing attempts to implement this
way of construction into modern 3-D modelingpackages. If the relationships between constructional
elements of a building-design can be defined explicitly,
the application will be able to react to changes in a way
that all related parts will change as well, depending on
the degrees of freedom supplied by the engineer. (For
more on this, see [Kilian, 2006]).
1.1.2 Nature as formal ornamental pattern
The International Style and its attempts to put an end
to the heavy and - in the opinion of the protagonists
useless historic references of classicism and historism
of the nineteenth century - besides trying to be an
alternative to the upcoming formal language of
architectural engineering - was introducing natural,
mainly floral shapes into arts and architecture
[Jormakka, 2007].



1.1.3 Nature as constructional guideline
Antoni Gaudi’s observation and analysis of nature
resulted in spectacular buildings like the neverending
church-project Sagrada Familia (Fig. 1), which are not
related to any other formal movement of that period.
In fact it was nature itself, supplying the shape. The
formal language Gaudi was using was derived from
aspects of physics: hanging chain-models, arranging
themselves to static equilibrium, will guarantee stability
when building an upside-down version of such a model.
Related techniques were used by the structural designer
Frei Otto, when designing Munichs’s stadium for the
Olympic Games 1972 (Fig. 2), a built minimal surface.
Additionally, organic structures and their rules of
growth, which can be simulated to some degree, may
serve as donators of shape for freeform architecture, as
it can be seen at the Beijing Watercube (Fig. 4), which
was designed making use of spatial Voronoi Diagrams,
a geometric principle of self organizing cells, resulting
in structures often found in nature, e.g in the way, dry
soil will organize into cells.

Fig. 2. roof of the stadium for
the Olympic Games 1972 in
Munich, Germany - a built minimal
surface. (http://www.flickr.com/
photos/85371942@N00/142754326/)



1.1.4 Organic architecture as an expression of
functionality
The era of romanticism came up with a holistic view of
nature as a system dominated by rules of growth and
organic forces, which was, to a certain extent, related to
the theories of self referencing systems. In architecture,
these ideas manifested in the relationship between a
building and its content: The shape of the building
should represent what was happening inside.
And while this idea was based more on ideology than
functionality, Louis Sullivan, originator of the famous
saying ‚form follows function‘ (and also the one to give
birth to the term ‘organic architecture’), developed this
concept towards a more practical approach:
His philosophy stated, “that architecture had to embody
the human connection with nature and to democracy,
while still accepting the most modern functional needs
and materials.” [Miller, 2000].
In refusal of historic applications as expression of a
building’s character, his famous statement thus claimed
functionality not only for the sake of itself, but also
for expression of a building’s purpose and internal
happenings. When the building was optimized for its
needs, the form would follow automatically. While
ideas similar to that had already shown up before
(e.g. ‘architecture parlante’), Sullivan became the

Fig. 3. a structure of 3-D Voronoi cells.
programming of supporting structure
by Heinz Schmiedhofer, rendering by
Benjamin Schneider.



first to demand a radical formal clearness in terms of
construction, making him the father of modernism.

Fig. 4. Beijing Watercube. a structure
derived from spatial VoronoiCells. (http://www.flickr.com/
photos/52381548@N00/259725984/)

1.1.5 Harmony with nature
At the beginning 20th century, Frank Loyd Wright
developed the ideas of his mentor Louis Sullivan
towards new horizons. His love for nature made him
choose spectacular sites for his buildings, much like
Vitruvius had proposed two thousand years before
in his writings, to see area (the building site) and
regio (the regional context) as crucial elements of
architecture. Wright’s famous Falling Water building,
situated over a waterfall, illustrates this attempt pretty
well. Despising symmetry, the layout of Wright’s
designs was intended to remind of natural chaos rather
than order.
Another spectacular example of this kind of
architecture can be seen in the Villa Malaparte, situated
on a cliff at Capri, Italy (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Casa Malaparte on Capri. (http://
www.flickr.com/photos/50645400@
N00/210479878/)

1.1.6 Sculptural architecture
Ever since the roman invention of concrete, it
became relatively easy to go beyond restrictions,
classic building-materials imposed on the constructor.
In fact, while at greek temples, tectonics and
ornamentation had still been pretty much the same,
the romans used their invention in just this way,
starting to separate tectonics and ornamentation.
10

The faible for illusions throughout the era of baroque
brought up another contribution to organic architecture
- the curved wall. Architects like Borromini intended to
reduce the comprehensibility of their building’s facades
in exchange for new aspects and impressions to be
found by the spectator with each new glimpse (Fig. 7).
Le Corbusier‘s church ‘Notre Dame du Haut’ in
Ronchamp, France (Fig. 6) is one of today’s various
examples, where the term ‚organic‘ refers to sculptural,
naturally shaped architecture. The architectural
intent for this class of organic architecture may be
found more in a practical way of producing art than
in theory, although some projects, like the Einstein
Tower by Erich Mendelsohn, might also have aimed
at expressing motion and dynamics, which indeed
became an important factor for organic architecture
at that time.

Fig. 6. Notre Dame du Haut, Ronchamp.
(http://www.flickr.com/photos/
westphalen/51634648/)

Fig. 7. Baroque introduced the curved
wall. (http://www.flickr.com/photos/
jenjenjen/17382975/in/photostream/)

1.1.7 Digital architecture
The actual influence of CAD-systems on
architecture and design, along with the possibility
to mathematically describe freeform-surfaces via
bspline- and NURBS and the resulting modeling
techniques, finally made it possible to deal with
ultimately free forms in a constructional manner. By
the use of these systems and technologies, it is now
- of course within the limits of physics and material
- possible to construct almost any shape thinkable.
While many projects done this way will never
be realized, adding to the architectural discourse
11

in a rather virtual manner, modern
techniques of visualization and animation
nevertheless will make these buildings
come to life in the truest sense of the
word.
Some contemporary artists, such as
Marcos Novak or Greg Lynn, may be
seen as virtual digital sculptors rather than
classic architects. They are contributing
to architecture in a more theoretical way,
using all possibilities these new media
offer to gain new and interesting classes
of shapes. Data achieved by simulating
physical processes may act as source for
the generation of architecture as well as
digital video editing, animation and the
like.

1.2 Architectural engineering
and discrete freeform
structures
Most of the latter categories are indeed
very interweaved and thus hard to
separate. While they may have influenced
today’s freeform architecture to a vast extent, the
new craft of architectural engineering, arising in the
middle of the 19th century, provided the constructional
tools and techniques to make built freeform-structures
possible as we know them today:

Fig. 8. Frank Gehry’s Dancing Building
in Prague, Czech Republic. an example
for expressing motion in architecture.
(http://www.flickr.com/photos/
ccwrks/196211147/)

1.2.1 Architectural engineering as precursor
When, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, a
whole new type of architect - the engineer - entered the
stage, architecture more than ever before transformed
into something different and new. The efforts to hide
constructional parts by historic applications and
references vanished more and more, and tectonic
elements started to become emphasized as visible parts
of design and building.
With the introduction of steel it was now possible to
produce new, lightweight designs, completely stripped
of the formerly heavy look of massive tectonics.
Some years later, due to progress in the field of
construction, facades could be tectonically separated
from the rest of the building, and the idea of a wall
as the main part for keeping the building from falling
12

apart stood aside for the curtain wall, facades, no
longer responsible for deducing the massive forces
immanent to a building, more like lightweight skins,
hiding the interior from passengers’ glances, sometimes
also revealing what was inside, opening the building to
light and surrounding.

Fig. 9. The Milan Tradefair by architect
Fuksas offers real planar quads however, only where it was possible
to do. (image courtesy of Helmut
Pottmann)

Apart from orthogonality, there were no more historic
shapes to be followed and imitated, and construction
as well as the new formal philosophies finally
granted enough degrees of freedom for lightweight
and transparent organically shaped building design,
preferably made from steel and glass.
While it has to be mentioned that this development
is only one piece of the whole complex referred to
under the term ‘organic architecture’, it surely can be
considered as the basis for what organic architecture,
i.e. freeform-design for architectural engineering,
represents today.
1.2.2 Built discrete freeform architecture
In today’s architecture, discrete freeform-surfaces can
be found in several classes, some of which are relevant
13

within the scope of this thesis. Note that a more
in-depth description of the term ‘discrete’ will be
given later, but for now this section should give a
first impression of what’s to come in the following
chapters.
Segmenting a freeform-surface by a mesh of
triangular (and thus flat) panels is not a big problem
nowadays. Most 3-D modeling solutions are able of
automating this task in order to render a buildable
representation of such a freeform surface. A good
example is the surface in Fig. 9, the Milan Tradefair
by Massimiliano Fuksas. A rather complex looking
shape is represented by a system of flat triangles.
There is an interesting fact regarding this shape: At
places where two triangles are making up a planar
quadrilateral panel, the designers resigned to insert
rods, thus achieving flat quadrilateral faces at certain
spots within the structure where that was possible.
This gives a first hint about the content of the chapters
to follow: Because it would be desirable to have more
glass and less steel throughout the whole building

Fig. 10. Untight structure of planar
quads at Gehry’s Dancing Building in
Prague. (http://www.flickr.com/photos/
ccwrks/196211142/)

Fig. 11. the Kunsthaus Graz - mostly
quadrangular panels, individually
curved. (http://www.flickr.com/
photos/watz/173698278/in/poolthefriendlyalien/)
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(more glass means more light and less steel stands for
less money), there are attempts undergoing to achieve
surfaces segmented by other polygons than triangles,
e.g. quads or hexagons, where it is possible to insert
larger pieces of glass, which of course have to be flat.
Praque’s Dancing Building (see Fig. 8), designed by
architect Frank Gehry, shows one of these attempts.
Here, quadrilateral panels of glass have been justified
and fixed in a way they are not joining in all of their
four cornerpoints. While this may appear as a rather
scruffy solution, the leaky hull one obtains by doing
this doesn’t pose a major problem in the areas where
panels have been installed like that, because it is
rather steep there, and water won’t be able to enter.
Fig. 11, the Kunsthaus Graz by architect Peter Cook,
shows quite another example of using a segmented
freeform surface for the realization of an organically
shaped building. But as that structure only serves as
a supportive layer for the exterior (Fig. 12), which
was done by individually shaped panels, this example
represents a very expensive solution, especially when
dealing with larger building projects.

Fig. 12. discretized freeform surface serving only
as an invisible supportive layer. (image courtesy of
Sigrid Brell Cokcan)

Fig. 13. The Sage, Gateshead, UK, by Norman
Foster and Partners presents a real discrete surface
of planar quads. (http://www.flickr.com/photos/
mar00ned/97098607/)
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However, it should also be possible to achieve a closed,
watertight freeform-structure segmented by planar
quads, and Fig. 12 finally presents such a building:
A closed surface, segmented only by flat, rectangular
panels of glass, namely the Sage, a building in
Gateshead, UK, done by Norman Foster and Partners.

Fig. 14. an arbitrarily shaped freeform surface,
segmented by planar quadrangular faces. design:
Benjamin Schneider.

But - as impressive as this structure may seem, it
has been obtained by using rather simple geometric
operations which will be discussed at the beginning of
chapter 3.
Hence, the following chapters will introduce some new
ways of making it possible to design more arbitrarily
shaped freeform surfaces, segmented by planar, nontriangular panels (see Fig. 14), along with methods for
planarizing such meshes if their faces are not yet planar.
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2 Basic surface geometry
Initially, some basics of freeform-geometry have to
be introduced in order make the reader ready
for the more specialized chapters to come.
Starting with a short discussion on
geometric properties of freeform
surfaces, the connection between these
surfaces and the (within the scope of
this thesis) more relevant type of
surface, the ‚mesh‘, will be made
clear. It will be shown that a
mesh can be seen as a ‚discrete
approximation‘ of a freeform
surface, a term which will also
be explained throughout this
chapter.
Subsequently, some of the more important properties
of meshes will be discussed, along with the differences
between triangular and quad meshes.
Finally, there will be a sub-chapter on subdivision as a
way to refine a mesh in order to get a smoother surface,
which will be important in later chapters, where
subdivision will be a method of choice for producing
some of the more advanced discrete surfaces.

Fig. 1. smooth freeform surface
(here of type bézier)

2.1 The freeform surface
In geometrical terms, smooth freeform surfaces along
with their properties and restrictions can be divided into
three main groups:
•

Bézier surfaces

•

B-spline surfaces

Fig. 2. two bspline-surfaces and
their control-meshes. only the
one to the right makes use of its
NURBS-weights.
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•

NURBS-surfaces

Fig. 3. the influence of the ‘weight’ on
a NURBS-surface

But before stepping into the domain of surfaces, a few
basics about the most simple type of freeform-curve,
namely the bézier curve, should be mentioned here.
2.1.1 Bézier curves
Historically, the bézier curve was developed out of the
need for a reproducible scheme for freeform-curves in
3-D space.
Using this scheme, originally developed for french
automotive design, given control points, which make
up a control polygon, can be assigned a unique curve,
following specific rules, which are described best
geometrically, looking at the algorithm of De Casteljau
(Fig. 4):
In order to construct a point of the bézier curve
associated to a given control polygon, one first has
to choose a ratio which then will be applied to all
segments of the control polygon, resulting in points
on these segments. By connection of these points, a
b1
new polygon, which will have one segment less than
the original control polygon, will be received. the
actual ratio has to be applied to this new polygon
again, repeating the whole procedure until one
b01
will get a single segment. by finally applying
the ratio to this segment, the resulting single
point is the point on the bézier curve
according to the chosen ratio.
By repeating this procedure for
possible ratios, one will be able to
construct all points of the bézier curve.
An important fact is, that this final
segment is tangent to the bézier curve at
this specific point, as well as the first and

b0 all

0

Fig. 4. the algorithm of De Casteljau
applied to the control polygon for a
ratio of 3:1 results in the yellow point
on the bézier curve

b3
b21

b03

b02

b12

b11
b2

1
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last segment of the original control polygon are tangent
to the curve at its first and last point.

Fig. 5. freeform surfaces can exhibit
different degrees along different
directions.

Furthermore, the number of control points is directly
associated with the mathematical degree n of the curve,
where for n points of the control polygon the degree
will have the value n-1 (e.g. a bézier curve with 3
control points leads to a curve of degree 2, a quadratic
curve and thus a parabola).
A mathematical description of the algorithm using a
parameter t within a domain between 0 and 1 leads to
the following expression:
For given control points bi (i = 0 ... n) with cartesian
coordinates, one receives a parametrical description
of the bézier curve b(t) as combination of the control
points bi as follows:
n



b t =∑ n ⋅t i⋅1−t n−i⋅b i
i
i=0
However, there is a severe limitation for bézier curves:
editing a control point will always have a global effect
on the curve. Due to this fact, another type of curve was
developed, the bspline curve, where it is possible to
assemble a freeform curve out of several bézier-curves.
Here, the user can choose the degree for these parts
(a limitation is the amount of control-points), which
results in the ability to locally edit a curve by shifting
its control points without destroying the look of the
design in whole.
2.1.2 Bézier surfaces
Analogous to bézier curves, a bézier surface represents
a reproducible scheme for freeform-surfaces. Here,
the control structure consists of not only a single
19

polygon, but of a control mesh, which is defined by two
bounding bézier curves (along with their associated
control polygons) of the respective same degree for
each of the two directions of a rectangular surfacepatch.
The degree for each direction of the surface is directly
associated with the degree of the bounding curve, thus,
a surface is allowed to have different degrees for its
directions (see Fig. 5).
As a generalization of the algorithm of De Casteljau
(Fig. 4), points on a bézier-surface will be constructed
by applying this algorithm to the control-polygons of
one direction of the surface-patch, and then re-applying
it on the polygon spawned by the resulting points (Fig.
6).
2.1.3 Bspline surfaces
While bézier surfaces are suffering from the same
drawbacks as bézier curves (local editing will
influence the whole surface), bspline surfaces are more
sophisticated:
Similar to bézier surfaces, bspline surfaces are made
up of bspline curves along their two directions, which
will allow the designer to edit the surface in a way that
changes will only reflect locally.
2.1.4 NURBS surfaces
NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational Bspline Surfaces) are,
from the view of a designer, the most desirable type of
editable freeform surface.

Fig. 6. construction of a surface-point
on a bézier surface (degree 2/2)

In addition to bézier and b-splines, NURBS
surfaces possess the feature of applying
weights to arbitrary vertices of a
surface‘s control structure, so that
the surface will be ‚pulled‘ to
these points more closely.
Actually, bspline-surfaces as
well as bézier surfaces can
be seen as special cases
of the more general
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NURBS-surfaces, where equal weigths have been
applied to all points.

Fig. 7. the control-mesh as discrete
counterpart of the bspline-surface it
describes

For more in-depth information on this topic: [Farin,
1988], [Hoschek, 1992].

2.2 Topology of freeform surfaces
Due to the relationship between a surface’s control
structure and the surface itself (Fig. 7), a freeform
surface can also be seen as the result of infinite turns
of subdivision (will be discussed later in this chapter)
on its control-mesh, as well as the control-mesh is a
discretization of the surface it describes.
In general, a freeform surface described in the way
discussed in the previous section will look like a four
sided patch. However, it is possible to close the surface
alongside opposing boundary-polygons/curves (Fig.
9). Thus, it is possible to describe pipe- or ring-shaped
surfaces, which at best results in a topological genus
of 1. More complex shapes will have to be stitched
together by several of these quadrangular patches.
Fig. 8. degenerate vertices can be
used to escape the obstacle of foursided patches.
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Furthermore, it is also possible to use ‘degenerate
vertices’ in order to receive patches with less than four
sides. In this special case, two, three or even all four
corner-vertices will share the same position. (Fig. 8)

Fig. 9. closing a bspline patch’s
control-polygon boundaries will result
in a torus (topological genus 1)

2.3 What means ‚discrete‘ ?
When the knowledge about Euclidian geometry had
vanished throughout the middle ages, leading to
imprecise terms of geometry, someone once described
the octagonally shaped floor plan of a building as a
‚circle with 8 corners‘ [Jormakka, 2007].
And actually this is what discretization is all about.
While NURBS and bspline-surfaces are defined in a
mathematical way as infinitesimally exact and smooth,
discretizing such a surface is a try to express the same
shape by a coarse net of polygonal faces.
The way architects tend to design freeform-shapes
could serve as another example: While, at early designstages, the architect might use some bspline-modeler
to create a perfectly smooth surface, e.g. an organically
shaped roof, at later stages he will be thinking about
how to realize his design in terms of existing materials
and their restrictions. And as it might be difficult (or
not appropriate concerning the given materials) to
build such a roof with e.g. system of beams of steel and
curved sheets of glass (sheets of glass use to be flat, and
making them follow an organic shape would be much
more expensive), one would think about how to realize
this given shape by using planar glass panels which can
22

be produced easily and inexpensively.
The easiest way to achieve this by geometrical
standard-operations is to discretize a smooth surface
as a mesh of triangles. A triangle is always flat (its
3 corners will always be part of the same plane),
but triangles might use up too much steel (thinking
in terms of beams), so one would eventually want
polygons with four sides, or ‚quads‘, as they are
called, saving material and getting more light into the
building.
Discretizing a bspline surface by quads might at first
glance seem as easy as getting triangles (one could
easily combine pairs of neighboring triangles in order
to get one quadrangular face), but, as the four corner
points of a quad do not necessarily have to located
on the same plane, getting planar quads is far more
tricky. While any freeform surface can be discretized
by triangles (and thus by flat faces), it cannot be
guaranteed that the same is true for planar quads
as well. To be more exact: It cannot be guaranteed
that any given bspline surface will be discretized by
planar quads in a way that the original surface (or
design-idea) will still be recognized. So the architect
has to keep in mind that he wants to get planar quads
while designing, by making use of special tools
which will be introduced in sections to come.

Fig. 10. early form of ‘quad dominant’
discretization. images: [Döring, 2006]
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2.4 The mesh (as discrete
approximation of a bspline-surface)

Fig. 11. two different triangulations of
the (geometrically) same object.

It should be clear at this point, that a mesh can be
regarded as discrete representation of a smooth
freeform-surface, consisting of polygonal faces which
will obviously be flat when they are triangles, and
- with some mathematical effort - can also be flat
for meshes exhibiting faces with more sides (e.g.
quadrilateral faces).
But when it comes to meshes, there’s more than just
faces. The most relevant aspects will be discussed in
this section.
2.4.1 Vertices, edges and faces
A mesh consists of three main elements: vertices, edges
and faces.
Vertices are points in 3-D space, typically located on
the freeform-surface, the mesh is approximating. the
more vertices, the higher the resolution of the mesh
will be, and the more exactly the mesh will follow
the shape of the original freeform-surface.

Fig. 12. a simple mesh consisting of
two quads and two triangles
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Edges are straight lines connecting pairs of
vertices. This may seem quite straightforward,
but when discretizing a surface towards
a mesh by picking points on the surface
and connecting them by edges, the difficult part
(generally done by the computer) lies in the decision
which vertices to connect in order to get a balanced and
meaningful mesh.

3
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6
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Faces are closed polygons formed by these edges.
2.4.2 Storing mesh-data
This concept may become clearer when looking at the
way meshes are stored in a common file-format:
The .obj format is a widespread way of storing mesh
information. It basically consists of two sections, the
vertex-definiton and the face-definition. Each row of
the first section holds three numbers, which are the
coordinates of the respective point (vertex) in 3-D
space. A row defining a vertex will look like this:
v 6.5333 7.9879 0.0111

Thus, each v-row in the file holds information about
one of the mesh’s vertices, and internally, each vertex
will be assigned a number, starting with 1 for the
vertex defined in the first v-row. When all vertices have
been defined, the part of the file dedicated to the facedefinition will tell the computer, which vertices will be
connected by edges in order to form polygons:
f 3,6,5
f 5,6,3,2

#(triangular face)
#(quadrangular face)

The prefix ‘f’ means, that the specific row is defining a
face, and the numbers are telling the computer, which
vertices (remember - vertices are indexed internally
according to their appearance in the file) will be taken
into account. f 3,6,5 means, that the vertices defined in
Fig. 13. a hexagonal (left), a quad-dominant
(middle) and a triangular mesh (right). note
that all three of them are closed meshes (no
boundaries).
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rows 3,6 and 5 of the file will be connected by edges
and thus will form a - in this case triangular - face.
Accordingly, a file describing the mesh shown by
figure 12 could look as follows:
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
f
f
f
f

-10 10 -1
-10 0 0
0 0 2
0 10 0
10 10 -3
0 -10 0
10 0 0
1 2 3 4
4 3 7 5
2 6 3
6 7 3

2.4.3 Orientation of faces
Depending on the direction in which faces are
being defined, it can be distinguished between
two sides of a face. a face defined by
f 1,3,6,4

will be oriented into the opposite direction as
another face defined by
f 1,4,6,3

For a single face, this won’t matter too much, but
meshes usually consist of more than just one face, and
here it is desirable to have all faces defined in a way
that they look into the same direction of the surface
described by the mesh. In Fig. 15, all faces of the very
simple mesh shown are defined counter-clockwise.
In most 3-D modeling applications it is possible to
visualize the orientation of faces by displaying socalled ‘face-normals’, straight lines starting at the
barycenter of each face and pointing into the respective
direction of definition.

Fig. 14. open (above) and
closed (below) mesh. inner
vertices exhibit valence 4.

Fig. 15. counter-clockwise
definition of two faces

4

1

2.4.4 Different polygons
Valid meshes (meshes following the rules defined in
this chapter) can consist of different types of polygonal
faces, which may also appear collectively. If a mesh
consists of mostly quadrangular faces, but also exhibits
some non-quadrangular ones (see Fig. 13, middle), it is

3

6

2
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called a quad dominant mesh.
2.4.5 Valence
The valence denotes the number of edges
connected to a respective mesh’s vertex.
A typical vertex from a triangular mesh
possesses a valence of 6 (Fig. 16), which is
then called a regular vertex. For quadrilateral
meshes, such a regular vertex has a valence of
four (Fig. 14)
2.4.6 Open and closed meshes
An open mesh (Fig 14, above) possesses at least one
boundary, while a closed one (Fig 14, below) consists
of ‘inner’ vertices, edges and faces exclusively.
Especially for closed meshes, it makes sense to have all
vertex normals point outwards. The shapes shown in
figures 13 and 11 are closed meshes, too.

Fig. 16. regular and irregular faces for
meshes with triangular faces

2.4.7 Topological genus
In simple words, the topological genus tells us, how
many ‘holes’ a closed freeform-surface or mesh will
possess. With just one bspline-patch at hand, it is
impossible to design shapes of a topological genus
greater than one. For better understanding, it helps to
think about a bspline-patch as a quadrangular piece
of rubber. A torus-shape, as seen in figure 17, is the
maximum one gets out of it, no matter how it will be
stretched. Also see Fig. 9.

Fig. 17. this closed freeform surface
possesses the topological genus 1 (‘one
hole’), which also holds for its controlmesh.

Meshes offer greater freedom here: With
subdivision, a method for designing
smooth (freeform-) surfaces introduced
later this chapter, it is possible to
achieve any topological genus
desired. The shape shown
in figure 11, obtained by
subdivision, is a closed
mesh of genus 12, thus
possessing 12 ‘holes’.
2.4.8 Planarity of faces
As already mentioned, triangular
faces will always be planar. Three
points in 3-D space will always be part
of the same plane, but when it comes to
quads or polygons with even more corners to
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form faces of a mesh, planarity cannot be guaranteed
anymore (we will see how to achieve planarity for
even such faces in the next chapter). Three points of
a quad will of course be located on the same plane,
but the fourth corner point has the freedom to take
any position, be it on the same plane as the other
three - which would make the quad planar - or not,
as in Fig. 18.
2.4.9 Vertexnormals
Vertexnormals are vectors, associated with a
mesh’s vertices, mainly used for the purpose of
rendering and visualization. Most 3-D modeling
packages will provide their own vertexnormals
by averaging the normals of adjacent faces.
If, however, special vertexnormals (e.g. exhibiting
special, customized directions or length) are desired,
maybe to describe offset meshes which will be
introduced in the next chapter, they can be defined in an
.obj-file, not unlike the way, vertices are defined there.

Fig. 18. non-planar quad. while three points
will always share the same plane, the fourth
cornerpoint will have the freedom to join this
plane with the other three - or not, this way
making up a non-planar quad.

2.4.10 Manifold / non-manifold
In a ‚valid‘ mesh, an edge will always share two faces
if not situated on a boundary. These meshes are called
manifold meshes. On the other hand, a non manifold
mesh does not have this restriction. An edge can be part
of many faces, making it possible to produce structures
that go beyond the ‘skin’-character, associated with
valid meshes. However, most 3-D modelers are unable
to handle these types of meshes, because for most
applications, non manifold meshes are undesirable and
will be seen as an error which has to be corrected.
2.4.11 Mesh quality
The quality a designer will choose for a mesh
depends on its purpose. For e.g. simulation, where
deformations due to the influence of forces on a
structure (represented by a mesh) will be calculated,
one might like to have a triangle-mesh with a large
quantity of equally distributed triangles. The more
triangles, the higher the resolution will be, and the more
thoroughly changes made to the mesh by
the simulation will be visible.

Fig. 19. at a manifold mesh, an inner edge
always exhibits two neighboring faces (left),
whereas non-manifold meshes (right) might
have more neighbors.

On the other hand, more polygons always
means more memory along with an
increase of calculation-time. Hence, it is
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wise to reduce faces if they are not needed.
Fig. 20 shows a cylinder approximated by a mesh of
mainly long, thin triangles. While this mesh might
be absolutely inappropriate for simulation, it might
produce good results when rendering it for purposes of
visualization.

Fig. 20. long, thin, for some applications
inappropriate triangles.
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2.5 Subdivision
Another basic aspect of geometry to be mentioned
before proceeding to the next chapters is the socalled subdivision. The idea behind this is to insert
additional vertices and edges to a mesh, optionally
skipping or shifting old ones, in order to get a smoother
representation of the original mesh with more faces.
There are several ways and algorithms for this
technique, and some of them will - along with their
most important aspects - be briefly introduced in this
chapter.

Fig. 21. three turns of
subdivision on a closed mesh of
topological genus 3.

Some important benefits of subdivision:
•

Refining a coarse mesh will result in a finer,
smoother one. This way, smooth freeform-surfaces
can be designed by using primitive, coarse and
edgy structures as input data, which can be
produced quite easily. The look and the layout
of the resulting meshes after several turns of
subdivision depends on the algorithm used. The
popular technique of multiscale
modeling enables the designer
to edit the mesh at all levels
of refinement.

•

The layout/look of the mesh can
to a certain degree be controlled by
choosing an appropriate subdivisionalgorithm, and the intentional insertion
of extraordinary vertices
(i.e. vertices disturbing the
regularity of the mesh)
may create interesting
singularities.

•

The possibility to produce surfaces
of any topological genus (unlike
single bspline- and NURBS-patches,

Fig. 22. multi-scale modeing.
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which are unable of representing geometry of a
topological genus greater than one).
•

Fig. 23. refinement of a
triangle-mesh by edge-midpoint
insertion of new vertices.

In combination with planarization algorithms,
subdivision can be used as an important tool
for the creation of meshes with planar
quadrilateral faces (more on this in the
next chapter).

2.5.1 Mesh refinement
Mesh refinement can be regarded as a very basic type
of subdivision: New vertices are introduced into
the mesh, which will obviously change the
connectivity but sustain the geometry.
Optionally, the position of vertices will
be changed, or vertices may even be
skipped, which will make the resulting mesh
smoother.
Refinement of triangular meshes. There are several
ways of refinement for a triangular mesh. The certainly
cleanest one is the insertion of edge-midpoints (Fig.
23), which will split up each face into four new ones
without changing the valence of inner vertices.

Fig. 24. refinement of a triangle-mesh by
insertion of barycenters, in the upper case
connected to the original vertices, in the
second connected to edge midpoints.

A different way of refinement - the insertion of
barycenters - causes some ‘damage’ to the mesh: The
first variant, connecting the new barycenters to the
original vertices, preserves the triangular layout,
but alters the valence of vertices, which will
result in rather unbalanced triangles and
might be undesirable in most cases (Fig. 24,
upper row), while connecting barycenters
to edge midpoints of the start-mesh might
yield a more useful result: doing so will turn
the previously triangular layout into a quadmesh (Fig. 24, lower row).
Refinement of quad-meshes. For quadmeshes, the most simple and clean
strategy of refinement is the insertion of
edge midpoints which will then be connected to the

Fig. 25. refinement of quadrilateral meshes
by connecting edge midpoints to a common
barycenter.
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Fig. 26. above: refinement of
quadrilateral meshes by connecting
edge midpoints. left: new quads
inscribed to old ones will be planar
parallelograms.

barycenters of the respective faces (Fig. 25), this way
sustaining the regularity of vertices.
Another way of quad-refinement based on edgemidpoints offers some interesting features: All edge
midpoints of a face will be connected without an
additional barycenter (Fig. 26, upper row). This will
give us a quad-face for each face of the original mesh,
which will always be a parallelogram and thus planar
(see Fig. 26, lower row).
When, additionally, replacing the resulting triangles
located around vertices of the original mesh by
new quads (‘corner cutting’), using the new edges
surrounding the respective vertices to form these quads,
one will get an interesting new quad-mesh as a result:
This new mesh will consist of at least 50% planar
quadrilateral faces (the planarity of the ones not
inscribed into old faces cannot be assured), and all of
them will have been rotated by 45 degrees compared to

Fig. 27 several turns of edge-midpoint
insertion applied to a cube.
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the start-mesh.

Fig. 28. different subdivision-schemes: Doo
Sabin (upper row), Catmull Clark (middle
row), Loop (lower row).

By continuous application of this method to a mesh,
one will get in the limit a smooth surface (see Fig. 27),
which probably is the most simple type of subdivision
algorithm.
As mentioned before, by just refining a mesh,
subdivision is not complete. The yet missing aspect
deals with how to shift vertices. In the following, the
two most common schemes of subdivision will be
introduced.
2.5.2 Doo Sabin
It has been already mentioned earlier in this chapter,
that a freeform surface described by the bézier-,
bspline- or NURBS-method can be seen as a smooth
analogon to its approximation, the control-mesh.
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Hence, the Doo Sabin subdivision algorithm is a
smart method to generate biquadratic bspline surfaces
(bspline surfaces of degree 2,2) by subdivision.

Fig. 29 simple scheme for Doo Sabin
subdivision (only working for regular
quadmeshes).

The general procedure can be seen in Fig. 29: The socalled Chaikin algorithm, which is illustrated in the
upper row, is capable of generating bspline-curves of
degree 2 out of a polygon by subdivision in the way
described. Each segment of the polygon will
be divided by the ratio 1:2:1, and all new
points will be connected, thus skipping
old corners.
Applying this scheme to the column
polygons of a quad mesh before,
connecting new points and applying
it again to the new row polygons
obtained this way, will make up one

Fig. 30. (right). a quadmesh subdivided by
the Doo Sabin scheme.

Fig. 31 (below). turns of doo sabin
subdivision on a closed mesh. note
that irregular vertices will produce nonquadrangular faces.
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turn of Doo Sabin subdivision (Fig. 29, lower row).

Fig. 32. meshes subdivided by the
algorithms of Doo Sabin (left) and Catmull
Clark (right) along with their initial meshes.

It has to be mentioned that there is a more general
definition of this scheme, also addressing the treatment
of irregular vertices (the scheme described will only
work for regular quad meshes).
The resulting mesh will consist of approximately 4
times as many faces as the start-mesh, and the surface
will approximate a biquadratic bspline surface, which
will lead to the circumstance that a smooth resulting
surface will always touch its control mesh (Fig. 30).
2.5.3 Catmull Clark (bi-cubic bspline surfaces)
In a similar way the Doo Sabin algorithm is producing
quadratic b-spline surfaces from coarse meshes, via
the Catmull Clark algorithm, one will get a smooth
bi-cubic representation (degree 3/3) out of a quaddominant mesh.
However, a smooth surface achieved by continuous
application of this scheme will shrink a lot more than a
Doo Sabin surface, and unlike a Doo Sabin surface, it
will not be touching its controlmesh (Fig. 32).
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3 Discrete freeform structures
3.1 Building architectural freeformdesigns
When it finally comes to the process of preparing a
freeform design for the building process, the architect
or building affiliate, respectively, has several options.
The easier, from the author’s point of view rather
unattractive, option would be to use a discrete
representation of a freeform-shape as an invisible
supportive layer, as it can be seen in Fig. 1, where a
complex freeform structure has been discretized to a
mesh of triangles which exclusively serve as support
for individually curved panels.

Fig. 1. discrete freeform surface serving only as an
invisible supportive layer. (image courtesy of Sigrid
Brell Cokcan)

If, on the other hand, the architect wants to choose
the more complex way of using a discrete freeform
surface as a visible structure in the form of a steel/
glass construction (Fig. 2), where the construction
definitely will contribute to the look of the design, the
meshing has to be done in a far more sophisticated
way.
While questions of statics, cost and the choice of
material will also play a crucial role for non-visible
support-meshes, in the case of a visible construction,
the designer will additionally be confronted
with the non-trivial task of finding a meaningful
and aesthetically appealing segmentation of his
surfaces into panels, which should also suffice the
requirements mentioned before.
Recently, the research in this field has led to
interesting new possibilities, some of which will be
introduced in this chapter.

3.2 Triangle meshes
While the segmentation of a freeform surface towards
a mesh of triangles is a more or less trivial task
which easily and mostly automatically can be done
by most existing 3-D modeling packages, and their
use is quite common nowadays, we will discuss a
new special operation on these meshes, contributing
directly to the optimization of the building process
towards the cost-factor.
Considering the aesthetics of a triangle mesh, the best
look will be achieved with a mesh consisting of three

Fig. 2. a triangular freeform design with visible
structure, contributing directly to the aesthetics of
the building. (images courtesy of Waagner-Biro)
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families of fair polygons / structure lines, as it can be
seen in Fig. 3. For these types of triangle meshes, it is
possible to enhance fairness by relaxation, which does
not only contribute to aesthetics, but also can be used
to optimize angles present in the mesh, making the
building-process a lot easier. Additionally, by mapping
the triangular mesh onto a planar domain, doing some
remeshing there and finally mapping the result back
onto the initial surface, it is possible to edit the length
of edges and thus also the number of triangles, which
may largely reduce the amount of steel to be used for
realizing the mesh as a built freeform structure (see e.g.
[Floater, Hormann, 2005]).

Fig. 3. fairing and remeshing can be
used to enhance the aesthetics of the
mesh along with enlarging triangles.
(dataset courtesy of Waagner-Biro)

Using triangles to approximate a freeform design is a
rather good and also easy solution. Triangles guarantee
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optimal distribution of forces throughout the structure,
and it is possible to approximate any freeform design
by triangles in an accurate way. However, there are
also some grievous disadvantages and drawbacks
when comparing them to surfaces discretized by planar
quadrilateral faces:
•

Due to the fact that for triangle meshes typically six
beams join together in a node, the node complexity
is very high.

•

Because a triangular mesh is relatively dense
compared to, say, a quadrilateral mesh, the use of
material is rather excessive.

•

Triangular glass panels are more expensive
regarding the fact that they produce much waster
when cutting them out of large sheets of glass.

•

It is impossible to realize torsion free nodes for
triangular meshes, a property greatly contributing
to the feasibility of a structure as built architecture
which will be discussed later in this chapter.

•

Generally, it is not possible to implement constant
offsets, as it can be done with special planar
meshes, preventing the construction of meaningful
multi-layer structures.

3.3 Planar quadrilateral meshes
Obtaining a surface consisting of planar quadrilateral
faces is basically a rather simple process as well.
Several geometrical operations will produce such a
surface, e.g. the translation of a polygon along another
one, or the rotation of a polygon around an axis of
revolution [Glymph et al., 2002]. A remarkable fact
is, that affine transformations such as ‚shearing‘
a mesh consisting of planar quads or even
unequally scaling it will not destroy the
planarity of faces (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 4. PQ strips on a quadrilateral
planar mesh

However, approximating an arbitrarily
shaped freeform surface by planar
quadrilaterals is a much more
complex task.
For being able to understand
how this can be done and which
constraints one will be confronted with,
the concept of conjugate curve networks
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will have to be discussed first.
3.3.1 Conjugate curve networks

Fig. 5. planar quadrilateral meshes can
be obtained by simple operations such
as translation (left), rotation (middle)
and cross skinning (right). affine
transformations (lower row) will not
destroy planarity.

A rotational PQ mesh, obtained by rotating a polygon
around an axis, will serve as a simple example. Such a
mesh is approximating a network of ‚parallel circles‘
and ‚meridian curves‘, as it can be seen in Fig. 6.
Adjacent faces of the same family form socalled ‘PQ strips‘, approximating either
a general cylinder surface or a piece of a
cone of revolution (Fig. 7), depending on
the respective family. Generally, PQ strips
define discrete representations of developable
surfaces, which is obvious here, because cylinders
and cones are their most tangible representatives,
and can be visualized by just bending a piece of
paper.
Summing up it can be said that for these two
families of curves, namely parallel circles and
meridian curves, tangents to one family taken at
intersection points with one member of the other family
will be part of a developable surface. This fact can now
be extended to the more general concept of conjugate
curve networks, which is important for the design of

Fig. 6. rotational PQ mesh,
approximating a network of parallel
circles and meridian curves. possible PQ
strips are marked red.
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arbitrarily shaped PQ meshes:
Generally, two families of curves on a smooth surface
S are said to form a network of conjugate curves, if
all tangents computed for one family in points shared
with a curve c of the other family make up rulings of a
developable surface. Because such a surface touches S
along c, it is the envelope of the tangent planes for all
points of the curve c (Fig. 8).
It can be shown that it is always possible to compute
a conjugate family of curves for each arbitrary family
of curves on a surface, and thus it is clear that there is
not only one of those conjugate networks on a surface
but infinitely many of them (Fig. 9). However, most
of them will not be suitable for generating a PQ mesh
because of the greatly differing shape of quads one will
receive.

Fig. 7. tangents to the curves of one family,
taken at intersection-points with a curve of
the respective other family can be seen as
rulings of a general cylinder surface (left)
or as rulings of a cone of revolution (right),
depending on the family of curves.

Fig. 8. more general conjugate curve
network. tangents to a family of curves at
their intersection points with a member of
the other family can be seen as rulings of a
developable surface.

3.3.2 Principal curvature lines
The most promising network of conjugate
curves on a surface are the so-called principal
curvature lines. This network has the special
property that all curves of the two families
intersect under right angle, which reflects
basic shape properties quite well. But
while there are infinitely many conjugate
curve networks on a surface S, it carries
only one network of such principal
curvature lines.
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And although these networks are the best one can get
for the layout of a PQ-mesh, major drawbacks concern
their uniqueness and, although the aspect-ratio of
quad-sides will be relatively balanced here, in the yet
uncontrollable variety in size of faces. This is critical
for architectural applications, because when thinking of
mesh faces as glass panels, it is obvious to demand that
these should not vary in size too much.

Fig. 9. there are infinitely many conjugate
curve networks on a given freeform surface.
(image courtesy of Johannes Wallner)

While in general PQ meshes are discrete versions of
conjugate curve networks (and because of this we are
looking for conjugate curve networks on surfaces we
want to turn into planar quad-approximations), there
are also special PQ meshes approximating networks
of principal curvature lines. One of these so-called
principal meshes is the circular mesh, a PQ mesh
with the special property that all of its faces possess a
circumcircle (see Fig. 11). These special meshes will be
discussed later on.
3.3.3 Algorithmic planarization
Because of the obvious demand following
from the relationship between networks
of conjugate curves and PQ meshes,
an algorithm has been developed
and implemented recently [Liu
et al., 2006], which is capable
of helping with the design
of various types of proper
PQ meshes. However,
although this is aimed
at as a main goal of
the development of this
software, it is not yet possible to supply
a freeform-surface as input and get in return a
perfectly planarized mesh of quad faces. By now, the
software is capable of planarizing a given (potentially

Fig. 10. networks of principal curvature lines
will not always yield usable results towards
architectural applications. dataset courtesy of
Waagner-Biro)
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unplanar) mesh and optimizing it towards a PQ mesh
with special properties (with regard to appropriate
offset capabilities, which will be subject of discussion
later in this chapter). If the mesh is not yet near to
planar, its original shape will be destroyed in most
cases. Hence, it is crucial to at first find a good startmesh for further planarization and optimization.

Fig. 11. a circular mesh is approximating a
network of principal curvature lines. each
face has a circum-circle. (images courtesy of
Johannes Wallner)

If the surface-design already exists, for instance as
a bspline-surface the architect created with some
3-D modeling package, not caring about further
proceedings, it would be necessary to find appropriate
networks of principal curvature lines on this surface,
approximating them by a PQ mesh, and using this mesh
as a starting point for further planarization.
If, on the other hand, the designer knows from the
start that he will want his design to be discretized by
planar quads later on, it is a good strategy to start from
a very coarse quadrilateral mesh which is already
planar or at least near to that, and continuously apply
turns of subdivision and planarization to it, until it is
smooth enough along with featuring the panel-size
aimed at (see Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, produced with the

Fig. 12. a combination of turns of subdividing
and planarizing a PQ mesh is a promising
approach for obtaining meshes appropriate for
architectural applications. (image courtesy of
Benjamin Schneider)
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planarization algorithm of [Liu et al., 2006]). The
consequent alternation of subdivision and planarization
is crucial here, because subdivision of a planar mesh
uses to destroy its planarity to some decent degree, and
rendering the mesh planar again right afterwards
won‘t destroy the overall shape too much in the
long run.

Fig. 13. a smooth circular mesh created by
consequent turns of subdivision and circular
planarization. (images courtesy of Johannes
Wallner)

However, the latter design-strategy cannot
guarantee that the designer will exactly get
what he was looking for, which can be
inappropriate if he has to meet tight spatial
constraints.

3.4 Parallel meshes
3.4.1 Multilayer constructions
While it is a good thing to have a planarized PQ-mesh
which can be implemented as a structure of beams and
panels of glass, one may find that one layer in many
cases is not enough. In architecture, there are several
applications demanding for more than just a ‚skin‘. This
could be an additional structure (see Fig. 15), serving as

Fig. 14. two parallel (here: quad-) meshes are
combinatorial equivalent and corresponding
edges are parallel.

Fig. 15. a built PQ-mesh might demand
another PQ-mesh at a specific offset distance.
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support for this skin, a shading system linked to a such
a built freeform surface and the like.
In order to present a solution for this problem, it is
necessary to first define the parallelism of meshes:
If two meshes are combinatorial
equivalent (which means that there
is a one-to-one correspondence
between their edges, faces and vertices)
and if corresponding edges are parallel,
these meshes can be seen as ‘parallel’.
Looking at that, one will find that in parallel
meshes corresponding faces will lie in
corresponding planes, and thus it can be
stated that a mesh parallel to a PQ mesh
must be a PQ mesh as well (Fig. 14).
3.4.2 Beams and nodes
A possible ‘real-world-correspondence’ to a PQ
mesh might feature planar glass panels fixed onto
prismatic beams. These beams are symmetric
with respect to their central planes, passing
through the respective edges representing the beams.
A node in the real world corresponds to a vertex of
the mesh and serves as the connection of incoming
beams in a way that forces are distributed properly.
Additionally, a node can be seen as torsion-free, if
there is a node axis (a straight line passing through
the vertex/node), such that this axis is contained in all
adjacent symmetry-planes (Fig. 16).
It will be of great help for the actual construction
process, if there is a set of such node axes fulfilling
this condition for the whole mesh, and in order to
obtain such a set of lines, it is mandatory to generate
an arbitrary parallel mesh to a PQ mesh and connect
corresponding vertices between these two meshes.
One will get a set of torsion-free node axes, where
corresponding parallel edges make up planar quads
which can be sees as planes of symmetry
for our beams (Fig. 17). [Brell-Cokcan,
Pottmann, 2006], [Pottmann, BrellCokcan, Wallner, 2007].

Fig. 16. prismatic beams joining together in
torsion-free nodes. adjacent node axes are part
of the same plane, serving as central planes for
the respective beams

Fig. 17. straight lines connecting corresponding
vertices of two parallel PQ meshes can serve
as torsion-free node axes. here, the two
meshes are offsets of each other, making up
an appropriate collection of such axes. the
structure of planar quads obtained by connecting
corresponding edges is called ‘geometric support
structure’

While there are infinitely many parallel meshes to
a given mesh M, most of them will not be useful for
generating proper sets of node axes, because node axes
for most applications in architecture should be oriented
roughly orthogonal to their mesh, which cannot be
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guaranteed if the two meshes are parallel on one hand,
but located in space arbitrarily. Appropriate axes can be
obtained via parallel meshes, lying at constant distance
to the base mesh.

Fig. 18. if the two meshes by which node axes
are defined do not exhibit edge offset property,
beams of the same profile can only be aligned
properly on one side of the construction.

In order to simplify the whole thing, it is a good
approach to reduce three-dimensional beams to the
concept of a geometric support structure. This
denotes a collection of planar quads connecting
corresponding parallel edges of two parallel meshes
(Fig. 17).
When all quads of a geometric support structure
spawned by two meshes M and M* have the same
height, M* can be seen as an edge offset of M. in this
case, beams of the same cross-sectional profile can be
aligned properly on the outer as well as the inner side
of the construction (Fig 19).
While edge offset is a quite desirable case, most offset
meshes won’t feature this property. This obstacle can be
met by using beams of differing cross-sectional profiles
in order to achieve proper alignment on both sides, or
by adequately formed laminating nodes. (Fig. 18)

Fig. 19. structure of beams obtained by edge
offset meshes. the inner as well as the outer
side of the beam-structure are perfectly
aligned.

3.5 Offset meshes
3.5.1 Smooth offset surfaces
A given smooth surface F lies at constant normal
distance d to its offset surface Fd. x(u,v) is the
parametric representation of the surface F, and n(u,v)
describes the unitized normal vectors of F. Now,
the surface Fd can be represented by the equation
xd(u,v)=x(u,v)+dn(u,v). Note that the unitized normal
vectors describe a part of the unit sphere S* (which is a
sphere with the coordinate-origin as its center and the
radius 1), the so-called gaussian spherical image.
By knowing the representations x(u,v) and xd(u,v)
of the two surfaces F and Fd, the gaussian spherical
image can be computed as the scaled difference surface
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n(u,v)=[xd(u,v)-x(u,v)]/d.
3.5.2 PQ meshes with exact offsets
While this way the offset of a smooth surface can
be defined in a straightforward way, the definition
cannot be extended to meshes with planar faces.
When it comes to meshes, there are several options for
meaningful offsets. Generally, the following definition
can be applied:
An offset mesh Md of a PQ mesh M is parallel to M and
lies at constant distance d to M.
However, this definition is not complete, since it does
not say anything about how the distance d will be
measured. For meshes, three ways of offsets can be
found:
•

Vertex offsets
All vertices of a mesh M lie at constant distance to
their counterparts on an offset mesh M*.

•

Edge offsets
The distance of all lines containing corresponding
parallel edges of M and M* is constant.

•

Face offsets
Planes containing corresponding faces of M and M*
exhibit constant distance.

It has to be stated here that it is not possible to obtain
offsets of each of these types for an arbitrary PQ mesh
M. Meshes for which such offsets can be
constructed must have special properties
which will be discussed later in this chapter.

Fig. 20. the scaled difference mesh. (upper
images courtesy of Johannes Wallner)

3.5.3 The discrete gauss image
For an offset pair of smooth surfaces, the
gauss image can be obtained via scaling their
difference mesh by 1/d. In a similar way,
the discrete gauss image for a given pair of
offset meshes M and Md can be defined by
S=(Md-M)/d, which is the difference mesh
of these two meshes scaled by 1/d. Hence,
for meshes, the scaled difference-vectors
of corresponding vertices will make up the
gauss image (Fig. 20). [Pottmann, BrellCokcan, Wallner, 2007]
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Unlike the gauss image of smooth offset
surfaces, it cannot be guaranteed for offset
meshes that every such scaled difference
vector will represent a point on the unit
sphere (an exception is the circular offset
mesh, which possesses the property of
constant distance between vertices), but
the way vertices and edges are located in
relation to the gauss sphere will tell us a lot
about the type of offset and its properties:
The specific offset properties of a PQ mesh M and its
offset mesh Md are encoded in their gauss image mesh
S=(Md-M)/d in the following sense:
•

If all vertices of the gauss image mesh are located
on the unit sphere, Md can be seen as a vertex offset
of M, and both parallel meshes are circular meshes,
which means that each of their faces possesses a
circumcircle.

•

If all edges of the gauss image mesh are tangent to
the unit sphere, Md is an edge offset of M.

•

If all faces of the gauss image mesh are tangent to
the unit sphere, Md can be seen as a face offset of
the mesh M, and these meshes are called conical
meshes.

Fig. 21. if one of two parallel PQ faces has a
circum-circle, this also counts for the other
one.

3.5.4 Vertex offsets - circular meshes
For a given PQ mesh M and its offset Md at constant
distance between corresponding vertices, all of their
difference vectors scaled by 1/d will describe a point on
the unit sphere.
Since the discrete gauss image is parallel to our
offset meshes, all faces of the gauss image mesh will
be planar as well. And because all of their vertices
are located on the unit sphere, the planes containing
their respective faces will intersect with the unit
sphere, resulting in a circumcircle for each face. Vice
versa, each face of our offset meshes will exhibit a
circumcircle as well (Fig. 21), which defines meshes
with constant vertex-offset as circular meshes.
[Pottmann, Brell-Cokcan, Wallner, 2007].
However, for these types of meshes an application in
the field of architecture is yet to be found.
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3.5.5 Face offsets - conical meshes
Unlike circular meshes, the next type - the conical mesh
- features a property of immanent architectural interest,
namely constant face offsets. [Liu et al., 2006].
For a given PQ mesh M and a parallel mesh M*
with corresponding faces at a constant distance, all
planes containing faces of the gauss image mesh S
(which we receive by scaling the difference vectors of
corresponding vertices of M and M* by 1/d) will be
located at constant distance to the coordinate-origin 0,
and thus they will be tangent to the unit sphere S*. This
way, the gauss image mesh S is circumscribing the unit
sphere (Fig. 22).

Fig. 22. faces adjacent to a vertex of a
conical mesh are tangent to a cone of
revolution with the respective vertex
normal as its axis. two neighbouring
axes of revolution will be part of the
same plane. (images courtesy of
Johannes Wallner)

Fig. 23. conical mesh design based
on a strategy of turns of subdivision
and planarization. (image courtesy of
Benjamin Schneider)
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For a vertex of the discrete gauss image, all adjacent
faces are tangent to a cone of revolution with
its axis containing the vertex and the origin
0. By parallelism, this also holds for
corresponding vertices on the mesh M, and
therefore it will be called a conical mesh.
Additional to this cone condition,
it can further be shown that, for a
conical mesh, the sum of opposite
angles must be equal, which is very
useful for optimizing a PQ mesh
towards a conical mesh.
Because it also can be shown that conical
meshes are discrete representations of
networks of principal curvature lines, these
networks can be used for approximating a
smooth freeform surface by a conical PQ mesh.
3.5.6 Edge offset meshes
A mesh M with constant distance of corresponding
edges to a parallel mesh M* will have a gauss image
mesh S whose edges are tangent to the unit sphere S*.
Such a mesh is called a koebe mesh.

Fig. 24. the edges of a koebe mesh
are tangent to the unit sphere. planes
containing its faces intersect the sphere
by circles inscribed to these faces.

Planes containing faces of S will intersect the unit
sphere S* by circles which are inscribed to the
respective faces (Fig. 24).
For any mesh parallel to a koebe mesh, offset meshes
can be computed such that corresponding edges will lie
at constant distance. [Pottmann et al., 2007]
While it is possible to construct an edge offset mesh by
starting from a koebe mesh and computing a parallel
mesh from it, it’s unfortunately not possible to render
an arbitrary PQ mesh towards edge offset properties,
and thus it is not feasible to approximate arbitrary
smooth freeform surfaces by such a mesh.
While this appears as a grievous limitation, if, on
the other hand, the designer would have the creation
of such a mesh in mind from the start, along with
appropriate design-tools, it should be possible to
achieve stunning results.
Since edge offset meshes guarantee constant edgeedge distance throughout the whole mesh and its
offset, it is obvious to ask for an algorithm to obtain
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a beam-structure for a given profile out of such a
mesh automatically. As a part of this thesis, the author
has developed such an algorithm and implemented
it as a script for the popular 3-D modeling package
Rhinoceros3d. Some of the illustrated structures found
in this thesis have been generated by this program, and
the algorithm will be discussed in detail in the next
chapter.
3.5.7 Computing a support
structure for a given PQ mesh

Fig. 25. to compute a (here:
approximate edge offset) support
structure for some arbitrarily generated
PQ mesh (left), one has to find the
parallel mesh which best approximates
the unit sphere (middle) in the
desired way. the result, a geometric
support structure, can bee seen to the
right. (dataset courtesy of Benjamin
Schneider)

4*
4

3

Although it is not feasible to compute
edge offsets for arbitrary meshes,
it is, however, possible to compute
1
approximate offsets of a given PQ
2
mesh, meeting the desired type of
offset to
a certain degree. The procedure is as follows (see
Fig. 25): for a given (arbitrary) PQ mesh M, one has to
find the parallel mesh S approximating the unit sphere
S* best in the desired way (e.g. all vertices of S located
on the unit sphere at a certain degree of accuracy, etc.),
which is possible to do. After an appropriate mesh S has
been found, the offset mesh can be computed by M* =
M + dS. [Pottmann et al., 2007].

3*

2*
1*
Fig 26, 27. a christoffel dual (below
right) generated from a koebe mesh
(below left). one corresponding face
is marked red. above: constructional
scheme
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3.6 Optimal discrete surfaces
Another interesting topic is the construction of discrete
minimal surfaces out of special meshes:

Fig. 28 two meshes related by
christoffel duality. their diagonal
meshes (marked red and blue) are
reciprocal parallel meshes, which can
be brought into static equilibrium.

A koebe mesh S (a mesh whose edges are tangent to a
unit sphere) can be transformed into a discrete minimal
surface M by generating a parallel mesh to S such that
the following scheme applies: each quad Q*=1*2*3*4*
of the original (koebe-) mesh S corresponds to a quad
Q = 1234 on M which has parallel edges, reversed
orientation and parallel diagonals as follows (Fig. 26,
Fig. 27):
1 3 parallel 2*4* and 24 parallel 1*3*.
Because of the fact that, if one applies this operation
to the resulting mesh again, he will get back the base
mesh as a result, such a mesh is called a dual, namely
a christoffel dual. [Pottmann et al., 2007], [Bobenko et
al., 2006].

Fig. 29. meshes emanating from
koebe meshes via projective
transformation exhibit christoffel
duals as well.

As a christoffel dual mesh is parallel to a koebe-mesh,
it has edge offset property, which guarantees the
existence of parallel meshes whose edges are at
constant distance to their respective counterparts
on the christoffel mesh.
Note that meshes emanating from koebe
meshes via projective transformation exhibit
christoffel duals as well. Fig. 30 shows an
architectural design generated from such a
mesh, namely the one shown in Fig. 29.
Finally, Fig. 31, 32 and 33 depict that
properties discussed within this chapter are
not limited to quad faces exclusively.
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Fig. 30. architectural design based
upon an isotropic minimal surface
generated by christoffel duality from
the mesh in Fig. 29

Fig. 31. generated support structures
(edge offset) obtained from a
pentagonal koebe mesh (right) and
its christoffel dual (left)
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Fig. 32: hexagonal edge-offset design.

Fig. 33. support structure calculated from a
christoffel dual of a hexagonal koebe mesh
(left) and its real-world-manifestation, an
STL-printout of the same structure (right)
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4 From mesh to physical structure
Meshes with special properties for architecture (such as
edge-offset) are one important step in the process
ranging from design to a physical building.
However, achieving a real solid structure from
such a mesh would be the obvious next step, for which
actually some additional computing is needed.





Hence, to obtain a solid structure of beams and joints
out of a mesh with edge offset properties and thus
optimized nodes, the author programmed a scriptimplementation running under the common 3dmodeling platform Rhinoceros3d.












 ... vertex
 ... edge
 ... face

The underlying algorithm and data-structures are
discussed in this chapter.







Fig. 1. a very simple mesh featuring
indexed vertices, edges and faces

4.1 Data structures
When dealing with meshes, it is important to first think
about how to store all the data used for computing.
Thus, the most important data-structures the script
is working with will be explained here, based on the
following example-mesh, which is listed in the syntax
of an .obj-file (see earlier chapters). Accordingly, ‘#’
prefixes a comment, which means that any content of
the respective line located after this character won’t be
taken into account by any software processing an .objfile:
v 0 0 0
v 0 5 0
v 5 5 0
v 5 0 0
v 10 2 0
vn 0 0 1
vn 0 0 1
vn 0 0 1
vn 0 0 1
vn 0 0 1
f 1 2 3 4
f 4 3 5

#vertex1
#vertex2
#vertex3
#vertex4
#vertex5
#all vn oriented in z-direction

#vertices 1234 form a face
#vertices 435 form another

In order to properly visualize the workflow of the
skript, all relevant data structures will be listed in a
way they would be stored runtime, based on the mesh
from Fig.1. Names such as arrVertices denote lists of
data, e.g. coordinates for all vertices of a mesh, stored
internally.
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4.1.1 Basic mesh data imported from file
The following data structures will hold data obtained
from the content of the .obj-file, which will be read by
the software.
arrVertices. This list consists of all of the mesh’s
vertices. for each vertex, the respective xyz-coordinates
will be stored. The numbering follows the (random)
order, at which vertices are sequentially stored in .obj
files.











(0/0/0)

(0/5/0)

(5/5/0)

(5/0/0)

(10/2/0)

arrFaces. The second list holds the respective vertexindices for each face defined in the file. Note that the
order in which the vertices appear is crucial for the
software to know the orientation of each face.











--

arrVertexNormals. Alternatively, it is possible to
define vertexnormals in an obj-file. While this is
not necessarily a must, the edge offset solidification
script described here relies on it and will not work if
the supplied file won’t contain these vectors. This is
because an edge offset mesh actually consists of two
meshes, one stored as a regular mesh with vertices and
faces, the other one (the offset) will be stored in the file
using the scaled difference vectors of these two meshes.
For meshes with edge offset property, these vectors
won’t uniformly exhibit length one, which enables the
software to scale them by a constant factor in a way
that parallelism between all corresponding edges can
be achieved (see the previous chapter for a discussion
on this). For convenience, the vertexnormals of the
example data have been normalized to length 1 and are
all parallel to the z-direction.
Since vertexnormals are vectors, they will typically
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be stored as a list of xyz - coordinates, denoting the
respective endpoint of each vector. As startpoint, the
coordinate-origin 0 is assumed, thus defining length and
orientation.









Fig. 2. solidified eo-mesh of negative
curvature (here with special profile
curve)



(0/0/1) (0/0/1) (0/0/1) (0/0/1) (0/0/1)

4.1.2 Additional important mesh-data
(computed at runtime)
While the previous section listed data received from
an external file (the basic information about the mesh
being processed), the following additional datasets will
be computed by the software itself.
arrEdges. There is no need for edges to be defined in
the file itself. Following from the definitions of faces,
the software can compute a list of vertex-indices, where
each pair denotes the start- and end-vertex for each
edge.

     
     
     
Lists like these are internally needed for quickly finding
the right vertices when doing operations on edges. Note
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that, according to the definition of face 1 and 2 in the
file, edge 4 exists twice, one time straight and one time
reversely oriented. Because they are not needed, the
script will strip the list of these duplicate edges. Which
of the two will be deleted is not important, the relevant
thing is that the script will have to be able to find the
start- and endpoint of a certain edge, which will be
done by getting the indices for the two vertices defining
a certain edge in this list, and a lookup in arrVertices in
order to get the actual coordinates.
arrJointEdges. For each joint (which in this context
refers to a vertex as a point where adjacent edges find
together), the script will produce a list of incoming
edges as follows:

    
    
    
---   -To make this clear once again - if the script needs
to work with all edges finding together in a certain
vertex (for e.g. printing them to the screen), it will use
this list to get the indices for these edges, look into
arrEdges to get the indices for the respective start- and
endpoints and finally will lookup arrVertices to get
their coordinates.

Fig. 3. a positively curved edge offset
mesh (left), solidified with the standard
method, and its negatively curved
christoffel dual (right), solidified with
the cylinder method.
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arrEdgeFaces. Another important data structure is the
listing of adjoining faces for each edge. Because the
script will only work with valid (i.e. manifold) meshes,
where an edge has one (if it is situated on a boundary)
or two adjoining faces, the list will be made up of two
rows. When there is only one adjoining face, the second
slot will be skipped



----  --arrJointFaces. This structure will list all faces
surrounding a vertex in sorted order with respect to
their sense of orientation.

    
    
---   -arrJointEdgesVertices. The last basic data structure
finally deals with all adjoining vertices for each
vertex, all sorted in the same sense of orientation from
one boundary to the other, if the vertex is part of a
boundary. If the vertex is not, the orientation is still
crucial, but the startpoint of the list will be chosen
arbitrarily.

Fig. 4. optimized cylindrical nodes and
planes of symmetry (‘geometric support
structure) obtained by connecting
adjacent vertexnormal

    
    
    
---   --
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4.2 Algorithm
Rhinoceros3d is more a NURBS- and bspline-modeling
solution than an application dealing with meshes. It is
possible to create and edit meshes, but there are several
drawbacks not present in applications fully dedicated to
mesh modelling. The most serious one is the inability
of Rhinoceros3d to represent meshes with arbitrary
polygons (meshes containing faces with edge number
greater than four). When importing such a mesh, these
polygons will be converted to triangles, making it
impossible to work with them in the way intended.

Fig. 5. structure computed from an edge
offset mesh. negatively curved areas exhibit
cylinders as node-solution.

Due to this limitation, the author chose to write his
own mesh-import routine, representing mesh-edges
as straight line objects and to not make use of Rhino’s
internal mesh-functionalities and classes.
In the following, the workflow of the algorithm will be
described in chronological order.
4.2.1 Ask for .obj-file and store contained data
The script will open a dialog-box, where the user can
pick an .obj-file, containing a valid edge-offset-mesh.
After successfully doing this, the file will be read, and
the basic data-structures, containing coordinates of all
vertices, groups of vertices to form faces, and finally
vertex-normals, will be populated.
4.2.2 Compute additional information from
basic data structures
Now, the additional important mesh-data will be
computed:
•

arrEdges - An arbitrarily sorted list of all edges
will be generated, with two vertex indices for each
edge. If information about a specific edge will be
needed later on, the script will lookup the edge via
its index in this list, and via these indices it will get
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the coordinates for the edge’s
start- and endpoint,
•

arrJointEdges - A list of
incoming edge indices for
each vertex,

•

arrEdgeFaces - A list of one or two
faces, belonging to each edge. If the mesh is
non-closed and the specific edge is part its
boundary, there will be only one entry.
For closed valid meshes (containing no
boundaries), each edge will be part of
two adjacent faces.

•

arrJointFaces - A sorted list
of faces, by which a vertex is
surrounded. Note that the same
rotational direction will be used for
each vertex.

•

arrJointEdgesVertices - A sorted
list of all vertices surrounding a vertex
according to the vertex’s orientation.

4.2.3 Ask the user for desired profile
dimensions
At this point, the user can specify the width and height
of a rectangular beam-profile he wishes to apply to the
whole edge offset mesh. It is also possible to use nonrectangular profiles (see Fig.2).
4.2.4 Ask the user for desired method of
solidification

Fig. 6. structure shown in Fig.6 from a different
point of view.

While, for positively curved edge offset meshes, all
adjoining beam-edges will intersect, this is not true for
negative curvature (see Fig. 7,9). Because of this fact,
two methods of constructing a proper joint have been
implemented, one for meshes where it is possible to
intersect beams properly, and another, using cylinders
as a ‘hull’ for non-intersecting ends of beams.
4.2.5 Draw the ‚naked‘ mesh to the screen,
making use of the prepared data structures
At this point, the mesh defined in the file will be drawn
to the screen as a structure of points (vertices) and line
objects (edges). Additionally, vertex normals and face
normals (which also have been calculated before) will
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Fig. 7. constructional detail for a node of an edge
offset mesh of positive curvature.

be displayed here, along with colored indices for
each vertex, edge and face for testing and debugging
purposes (Fig. 8,10, upper two images).
4.2.6 Produce geometric support structure
This step can be seen as a useful, additional feature.
Pairs of adjacent vertex normals will be lofted in
order to get planes (Fig. 8,10) which, if the mesh’s
nodes are torsion-free, will be planar and will make
up planes of symmetry for beams to be added later.
4.2.7 Produce beams and nodes
At this point, the algorithm will use the method
chosen by the user at start in order to generate an
appropriate structure of beams and nodes.
Method one - solidification of a positively curved
edge offset mesh. First, depending on the chosen
dimensions of the beam-profile, beam-outlines for all
incoming edges will be constructed and intersected
in 3-D space for each vertex. The location of these
outlines is well known, because together with the
vertex normal of the current vertex, the respective
edge forms a plane of symmetry for its beam (see
Fig. 7). This way we will get 4 points of intersection
for each edge, which will be joined together four by
four to form a profile polyline and will be stored in a
list.

Fig. 8. solidification method one: naked mesh
with vertexnormals and facenormals (first from
top); annotation of mesh indices (second);
geometric support structure (third); complete
structure of beams and nodes (fourth from
top).

A second step will then search every edge for its two
corresponding profiles and will connect them by a
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Fig. 9. constructional detail for a cylindrical node of
a negatively curved eo-mesh. unlike eo meshes of
positive curvature, beam-edges won’t intersect in
most cases (cp. Fig. 7).

surface to form the beam.
Finally, remaining (planar) holes will be capped.
Method two - solidification of a negatively curved
edge offset mesh. The procedure for this option is
pretty much the same as in method one. However,
because the outlines of beams won’t intersect for
negatively curved edge-offset-meshes, they will
be projected onto a cylinder instead, which will be
constructed in a first step. The radius of this cylinder
will be calculated for each vertex in a way that beams
won’t intersect before reaching it. The vertex normal
of the respective vertex will serve as axis of rotation,
and the height will be calculated so that the cylinder
will include the ends of all beams (Fig. 9).
Note that this method of node-construction can also
be used for positively curved edge offset meshes, as
in Fig. 4.

Fig. 10. solidification method two: naked mesh
with vertexnormals and facenormals (first from
top); annotation of mesh indices (second);
geometric support structure (third); complete
structure of beams and nodes (fourth from top).
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